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					People First,
Excellent Service Always.				

			

		

		
																						

																										

																																																														

																				

	


	
	

		
    	
		    
			    

			    			    
				    Inspired To Be
The Best

					A hotel is so much more than a place to stay. At SunStream, we see a hub for discovery and adventure, romance and reunion, creativity and celebration. The reflection of a neighborhood; the champion of a local culture. It’s a gathering place for people from across the globe and around the corner. Come stay with us.
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								Our
Services

								
									
										From Rooms to Risk Management
																				SunStream is a leader in hotel and resort management. Our comprehensive, hands-on approach to hospitality operations is designed to meet your property’s needs. Our range of services includes business plan development, strategic marketing, and revenue growth and management.

Learn More
									

								

							

						

															

			
	
		


		
		
			
				
					

						
								
									Thanks So Much!

									Thank you, Diamondhead Beach Resort! We wrote a review last year regarding our previous visits as owners and have to provide anyone who is thinking about visiting and possibly investing in this property. Please do!! The management DOES listen to the owners and to the vacationers when it comes to recommendations to improve the property! We suggested an update to the fitness room and they delivered! New equipment and a larger space to enjoy a morning workout are greatly appreciated. Thanks so much!								

								- Nancy (Ballwin, Missouri)
							
	
								
									Good Food, Great Beaches

									In October 2009, we came to DiamondHead for our niece’s wedding. We were recently retired, so we extended our stay from a long weekend to a full week. We listened to the presentation about timeshare ownership, and although it was a package where you get “the most bang for your buck,” we really were not completely sold. As the days went by and we experienced the clean, comfortable rooms, the good food, great beaches, attractions, but most of all the friendly staff, we purchased a timeshare for two weeks and our daughter and son-in-law bought one week.								

								-  Francis & Hilda (Arnold, Maryland)
							
	
								
									A Complete Package

									We truly enjoy vacationing at DiamondHead Beach Resort and Spa. We have been coming here for the past four years. First alone, then with our children and now we are vacationing with our grandchildren too. The rooms are great, the food is delicious and the amenities are outstanding. The perks of being an owner make a complete package. We would recommend this resort to anyone.								

								- James & Darlene (Britton, Michigan)
							
	
								
									Join the Family

									Over the past few years, we’ve always admired the beauty of DiamondHead from the outside and said we’d love to see the entire resort. Lynda took us on our tour and immediately made us feel at home. She answered all of our questions and never pressured us to make a decision. Everyone at the resort is so outgoing and friendly. After viewing the entire property, there was no question we wanted to join the family.								

								- Robert & Denise (Greenwood, Indiana)
							
	
								
									Another Awesome Vacation

									We always enjoy our time here! The staff couldn’t be nicer and more accommodating. We especially appreciate the addition of the parking attendant and the room safe. Thanks again DiamondHead for another awesome vacation!								

								- Pat & Nancy (Ballwin, Missouri)
							
	
								
									Terrific

									Truly a warm welcome... We felt like we were visiting family. The entire staff was very helpful, friendly, sincere, and most of all, personable. The room was spotless and very comfortable. We loved the privacy of the lanai and the breathtaking views of the Gulf of Mexico and surreal sunsets. The food at both Cabaña's and Chloë's was totally 5 star. Every need was fulfilled—the beverages were ice cold, the menu was well composed, and the food was great. But more importantly, the staff was terrific. What could be better than sitting outside with a huge umbrella overlooking the pool, beach, and Gulf! Their commitment to the environment is well noticed—everything is clean and neat. We can’t wait to come back!”								

								- John & Lydia (West Greenwich, Rhode Island)
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					Press
Releases

From property upgrades to fun events, there is always a lot happening at our collection of hotels and resorts. Find the latest news from the world of SunStream Hotels & Resorts right here.



Read
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						Contact Us

						
							
								6620 Estero Blvd 

								Fort Myers Beach,
								FL 
								33931
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				Let's Keep in Touch

				
                Thank you for your interest.
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            Privacy Policy agreement
            
                  I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy.
            

            
                 Yes, I would like to receive emails with exclusive specials and offers.
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